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I N S T I T U T E  O F  P O L I T I C S

R E G I O N A L  E N V I R O N M E N T  
P R O G R A M
BEYOND CELEBRATION: 
THE PITTSBURGH REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Overview by Julia Indovina

Compared to the Pittsburgh of 50 years ago, Pittsburgh 

at the onset of the 21st century appears to have been 

environmentally reborn. Brownfields have been rede-

veloped into green spaces, the label “smoky city” no longer fits, 

and the selection of the city to host a national angling tourna-

ment along its rivers all demonstrate the great strides made in 

the improvement of air, land, and water quality in the region. 

However, despite the dramatic environmental changes that have 

occurred in recent decades, environmentalists and historians 

warn against the premature celebration of achievements,  

as the area still has a long way to go.

In a program inspired by the closing essay in Joel Tarr’s recent 

book, Devastation and Renewal: An Environmental History  

of Pittsburgh and Its Region, the Institute of Politics, Carnegie 

Mellon University, and the student-led University of Pittsburgh 

Honors College Laurel Ridge Outdoor Leadership Program 

addressed the progress made in sustainable practices and the 

scope of the work yet to be done in the Pittsburgh regional 

environment. While the overall feeling of Tarr’s book on the 

interrelation between environment and industry in the city 

recognizes the advancements made in the region, the final  

essay by retired University of Pittsburgh professor and environ-

mental historian SAMUEL P. HAYS (who was in attendance at the 

forum) cautioned leaders against becoming self-congratulatory 

in light of positive developments. He argued that the region  

has not yet achieved a progressive environmental culture.  

This caution served as a starting point for the day’s forum.

During Interim Director RANDY JUHL‘s welcome, he told the story 

of Hugh Henry Brackenridge’s arrival to the small outpost of 

Pittsburgh in 1781. Brackenridge, according to Juhl, was struck 

by the lushness of the region, and had he been alive a century 

later, would have been devastated by the changes that came 

along with industrial development. By telling the story, Juhl set 

the reclamation of Brackenridge’s initial vision as a framework 

for the ensuing status update on the regional environment.

(continued on page 2) 
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REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM
BEYOND CELEBRATION: THE PITTSBURGH 
REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Cosponsored by the Institute of Politics, the University of 
Pittsburgh Honors College Laurel Ridge Outdoor Leadership 
Program, and Carnegie Mellon University
April 1, 2005
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and Policy, Carnegie Mellon University
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JARED COHON, President, Carnegie Mellon University

CREATING A CULTURE  
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REGIONA L EN V IRONMENT PROGR A M  
continued from page 1

PATRICK ATKINS, the director of environmental stewardship at  

Alcoa and the man responsible for the worldwide implementation 

of the corporation’s environmental programs, began the forum. 

In explaining his company’s dual goals of environmental sustain-

ability and corporate best practices, he demonstrated how  

Alcoa’s example could be a template for the region.

As a global company, Alcoa has incorporated principles of sustain-

ability that recognize the changing environment and the impact 

of industry on local communities in all stages of development. 

Atkins explained that Alcoa’s success has been achieved largely 

through the articulation of a corporate vision that runs through-

out the environmental process, and vice versa. By communicating 

clear goals and remaining dedicated to the process, Alcoa has 

managed to gain recognition as one of the top three most  

sustainable corporations in the world.

The mission of sustainability arose out of astute recognition of 

trends and progressive thinking about the future of production. 

Specifically, Atkins identified the corporation’s areas of concern: 

• Global climate change 

• Energy constraints 

• Growing water crisis 

• Concerns for bio-accumulative materials 

• Materials use and recycling 

• Land use concerns 

• Communication and reporting issues 

• Sustainability

In 2000, Atkins and Alcoa put together a sustainability  

framework that grew out of these concerns. This framework  

is divided into six guiding principles within the areas of  

environment, social responsibility, and economic concern:  

1. Elimination of all waste  

2. Products designed for the environment 

3. Integration of environment with manufacturing 

4. Incident-free workplace (i.e., no accidents, no fires) 

5. Environment as a core value  

6. Reputation

Atkins explained three of these principles in more detail: 
 

1. Elimination of All Waste 

The interim goals within this guiding principle are based on limits 

imposed by the federal government, but Alcoa seeks to improve 

upon these limits, especially considering the company’s expansion 

into new territories. Some of the reductions include: 

• 60 percent reduction of sulfur dioxide waste by 2010; 

 90 percent reduction by 2015 

• 50 percent reduction of volatile organic chemical (VOC)  

 waste (VOCs are a common ground-water contaminant)  

 by 2008; 95 percent reduction by 2015 

• 80 percent reduction of mercury waste by 2008; 

 95 percent by 2010 

• 50 percent reduction of landfill waste by 2007; 

 100 percent by 2015

2. Products Designed for the Environment 
The goal of this principle is to create sustainability statements 

for all products produced within each business unit of the 

corporation (i.e., the auto supply division will write sustainability 

statements pertaining to all products for which it is responsible).

3. Reputation 

Every business unit within the company immediately began 

using the sustainability framework when it was created in 2000, 

and each unit worked to improve relationships with regulators 

and nongovernmental organizations in all countries in which 

Alcoa operates.

By the end of 2005 (and within the first six years of the sustain-

ability plan), Alcoa will reach the goal of $100 million in savings 

through decreased waste monitoring, reporting, and  

managing costs.

He explained that two important elements of Alcoa’s success 

have been the corporation’s statement of difficult goals and 

the public disclosure of those goals, which forces them to meet 

expectations. They have established very specific objectives  

and are frequently and publicly monitoring their progress. As a 

result, Alcoa is able to reach and surpass its goals.

In closing, Atkins suggested the application of Alcoa’s model 

of environmental sustainability to Western Pennsylvania. Just as 

each of Alcoa’s business units around the world has embraced 

a mission of reduction and sustainability, the Pittsburgh region’s 

many different municipalities could make a similar commitment, 

thereby improving the overall regional environment. 

3 IOP report
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Background on the Pittsburgh 
Regional Environment

Tarr, author of the book that sparked the conference, 

focused his discussion on what he called the “environmental 

metabolism” of the region. Western Pennsylvania has borne 

the compounded effects of concentration of industry, unique 

natural landscape, and abundance of cheap coal. Tarr provided 

historical perspectives on the state of local water, air, and  

land resources to remind the audience of how far the region 

has progressed.

Water
With an abundance of water, Pittsburgh has, more than many 

other cities, freely used its rivers for both transportation and 

waste disposal. The priorities of usage have shifted during  

the past several decades. Early in the 20th century the rivers 

were seen as a drain to the sea. This meant that rivers were 

contaminated with raw sewage, and public attitudes about  

the use of the rivers were not changed until there was a  

precipitous rise in public health concerns. Between 1880 and 

1907, Pittsburgh had one of the highest national death rates 

from typhoid fever, an airborne disease caused by infected 

water. During this period, the city’s sewage systems discharged 

into the rivers directly above the drinking water intake valves. 

In the early 1900s, the city constructed combined sewage 

systems, a network that filters both sanitary sewage and 

storm water run-off into a single piping system. The combined 

sewage mechanism was a vast improvement over the previous 

system, and by 1907 the city had built its first intake filtration 

and chlorination system. Almost immediately the region saw  

a drop in typhoid fever infection and death. However, this 

system relied on communities downstream also filtering their 

intake water, as sewage was still discharged untreated. It was 

not until the state passed the Clean Streams Law in 1937,  

which prohibited the discharge of any substance into 

Pennsylvania waters, that sewage began to be treated  

in Pittsburgh. 

Unfortunately, the same combined sewage systems installed 

in the early 1900s are still in large part operational throughout 

the region. With this infrastructure, excess storm water run-off 

leads to raw sewage overflow being dumped untreated into 

the rivers. The replacement of the outdated combined sewage 

systems represents the single most expensive barrier to  

environmental health in the region.

Air
Pittsburgh’s classification as the “smoky city” was due to its 

extensive use of coal and the natural inversions of the topog-

raphy that caused air pollution to linger in the river valleys.

When natural gas was discovered in the region in the 1890s,  

the city briefly experienced a period of clean air. However,  

the region’s industry continued to produce excessive air pollution, 

and because the population equated the smoke with prosperity, 

no one pushed for change. The city did not pass a clean air ordi-

nance that forced households to be heated with natural  

gas until after World War II.

Land
Land represents the last environmental frontier. The most  

detrimental land-based contamination is often underground  

and unseen, and therefore the public and media have largely 

ignored the problems. As a result of its heavily industrial past, 

Pittsburgh has a high percentage of slag piles, brownfields,  

and subsurface disposal areas. 

One example of a successful postindustrial use of one of  

these sites has been Nine Mile Run in Pittsburgh’s East End, 

which was started as a slag-dumping site in 1922. By 1972,  

when disposal ended at that site, more than 17 million cubic  

feet of slag had been dumped. In 1991, Pittsburgh Mayor  

Tom Murphy purchased the site for housing development,  

and today the site houses a green corridor and the Summerset 

housing development. 

Tarr pointed out that overall, the city has made tremendous  

progress—largely through public-private cooperation among  

the government and (historically) women’s groups and (more 

recently) environmental groups. Today, forward-thinking  

corporations like Alcoa also push the agenda of regional  

environmental health. Through the combination of purposeful 

decisions by policy makers to improve conditions, and unpre-

dictable events like the regional collapse of industry and the 

discovery of natural gas resources, the Western Pennsylvania 

region has made significant progress. 
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Regional Challenges: Water, Land, and Air

JARED COHON, president of Carnegie Mellon University and 

formerly of Yale University’s School of Forestry and Environ-

mental Studies, spoke of the environmental issues and concerns 

facing the Pittsburgh region today. The issues of concern 

have largely shifted since the industrial days of the early 20th 

century. Polluters are no longer just factories and companies, 

but homeowners as well. Today’s environmental problems 

demand a regional approach to determining a solution. Cohon 

also used the framework of water, land, and air to outline  

the status of Western Pennsylvania’s environment.

Water
As it was in the beginning of the 20th century, the most 

pressing water problem continues to be from sewage overflow 

into the rivers.

With three large rivers, Pittsburgh is especially susceptible  

to problems related to storm water run-off. Between May 15 

and September 15 of each year, Allegheny County issues  

warnings when the amount of sewage in the waters is 

dangerous, urging people to stay away from the rivers. 

Depending on the amount of precipitation in a given spring  

and summer, the frequencies of warnings is typically between 

one-in-four days and one-in-two days. For example, in 2004, 

there were warnings on 80 percent of the days between  

May and September.

Households in the city have either combined sewage systems 

or septic systems, and overflow occurs through both of these 

systems by design and/or by flaw. The combined sewage 

systems, originally built in the early 1900s, are designed to 

release storm water overflow directly into the river; however, 

this release also includes untreated sewage. Untreated sewage 

release also happens by flaw, when overflow backs up through 

basements and manholes in the street. Unfortunately, most 

households in the Pittsburgh region use an outdated  

combined sewage system.

About 27 percent of the 1.1 million homes in the 10-county 

area around Pittsburgh use on-site septic systems. Poor main-

tenance combined with poor soil means that septic systems 

typically leak into the ground, and the ground water frequently 

flows into rivers. Even more disturbing is that an estimated 

25,000 homes still discharge sewage directly into streams.

Cohon suggested that the only way to effectively address the 

water issue is through the combined efforts of regional munici-

palities and with an estimated $10 billion to update all  

outdated sewage systems. 

Land
Cohon explained how the current challenges regarding land 

use are also related to water and sewage management. Urban 

sprawl and new residential developments are the most pertinent 

issues affecting the regional landscape. While the city itself 

has become somewhat of a model for other areas across the 

nation in terms of efficient brownfield usage, urban sprawl is 

much more problematic. New development in urban centers is 

restricted because of limits on tapping into the already strained 

and outdated combined sewage system. This forces developers 

to spread farther away from urban cores and to establish  

developments farther away around highway interchanges.

Cohon encouraged policy makers to develop regional land-use 

planning goals that address sprawl by incorporating the need 

for new housing with the need to fix existing sewage  

infrastructure problems.

Air
The air problems of today are subtler than the problems  

of several generations ago. Of greatest concern is the  

issue of fine particulate matter no larger than 2.5 microns  

(1/1000 inch), otherwise known as PM 2.5. Particulate matter  

of this size is dangerous because of its ability to penetrate 

human airways and lodge itself in the lungs. PM 2.5 is largely  

a product of coal-burning facilities outside the Pittsburgh  

region and nitrate and carbon particles from vehicle traffic 

within the metropolitan area.

Air pollution is not geographically restricted and is thus much 

more difficult to address. At any given point, 80 percent of 

the PM 2.5 in Pittsburgh area air originates outside the region. 

Efforts to clean up PM 2.5 pollution require cooperation  

across municipal and state jurisdictions.
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In an effort to encourage this cooperation, the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) issued the Clean Air Interstate Rule 

(CAIR) in early March 2005. CAIR applies to 28 states in  

the eastern half of the United States and requires emission 

reductions of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). 

States are obligated to monitor and reduce emissions by  

either requiring power plants to participate in a cap and trade  

system or by designing their own methods to meet state  

emissions restrictions.

Cohon reminded the audience that none of these three major 

environmental concerns are bound by municipal boundaries, 

and any effort to alleviate existing problems must be dealt  

with on a regional level.

Creating a Culture  
of Environmental Sustainability

CAREN GLOTFELTY discussed how to establish a regional culture  

of environmental sustainability that can create a code of 

conduct that sustains human activity, development, and natural 

resources. More than simply focusing on the traditional back-

to-nature approach, a culture of sustainability considers nature, 

industry, development, and human behavior.

Glotfelty explained that a culture of sustainability requires 

an understanding of the limits of the Earth’s finite resources. 

Canada, Brazil, and many European countries all have been 

successful in embracing cultures of sustainability that attempt 

to reduce human impact on the Earth by limiting waste. Many 

cities in the United States also have invested time and money  

in pursuing a culture of sustainability, including Portland, 

Boston, Tucson, Boulder, Orlando, and Milwaukee.

A culture of sustainability recognizes that economic pros-

perity and environmental health are not mutually exclusive. 

Historically, more emphasis has been placed on securing  

jobs than on preserving the environment. However, the  

21st century economy has demonstrated that a region must 

invest in the environment in order to invest in the future. 

Quality of life concerns are paramount in attracting workers 

in the new economy.

Alcoa and other companies have demonstrated the importance 

and financial benefit of investing in sustainable practices. And 

Britain, as a nation, managed to trim its emissions between 

1990 and 2002—even while experiencing one of the strongest 

growth periods in its recent history.

Pittsburgh is not without progress, though. Advancements have 

been made as environmental organizations increasingly address 

issues in an effective and public manner, as strong public-private 

partnerships operate effectively, and as brownfield redevelop-

ment occurs. The Pittsburgh region has approximately 40 green 

buildings, and Carnegie Mellon University and the University  

of Pittsburgh Medical Center are both purchasing energy  

from renewable sources.

Glotfelty outlined an agenda to create a regional culture  

of sustainability: 

1. Embrace a sense of history and understanding 

2.  Develop a shared vision for the future based  

 on environmental sensitivity 

3. Understand and treat communities as ecosystems 

4. Incorporate interrelationships when making decisions  

 (i.e., consider both storm water discharge and river   

 quality when discussing sewage options) 

5. Learn and accept that money spent on sustainability  

 is an investment rather than simply an extra cost 

6. Address the issues that are caused locally 

7.  Support research and the cultivation of new  

 environmental data 

8. Embrace civic engagement to support sustainable policies

Pittsburgh can be a leader in the country in the field of  

environmental accomplishment. The Green Building Alliance 

and the Pennsylvania Environmental Council have partnered 

on the creation of pittsburghgreenstory.org, a Web resource 

outlining the environmental successes of the region. The site 

highlights the positive work that has been accomplished by air 

purification, brownfield development, green building, land use, 

river life development, and outdoor recreation.

Storm Water Case Study

The next section of the program focused on a single issue  

that had been mentioned repeatedly throughout the morning 

as being of paramount importance: water management.
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Setting the Stage
JOAN BLAUSTEIN provided background into the depth and history 

of the problem. As was explained earlier, storm water manage-

ment is not only related to precipitation, but also to combined 

sewage system run-off and septic tank groundwater contami-

nation. This is a problem interrelated with many other environ-

mental concerns. For example, good storm water management 

comes out of responsible land development. New development 

increases the volume of water in the system and the rate  

at which it travels, while minimizing the flow. 

Development planning is done at the county level, but water is 

managed at the watershed level. Watersheds, like other envi-

ronmental elements, are not bound by municipal jurisdictions. 

There are 25 watersheds across 97 municipalities in Allegheny 

County alone. Flooding problems on lower levels of watersheds 

are typically the result of development along the upper levels.

Planning Ahead vs. Dealing with It Later
LOUISE COMFORT further addressed this interaction between land 

and water. The three rivers cause a recurring and constant risk 

of flooding. The risks are so high that Allegheny County has 

received seven presidential disaster declarations since 1984. 

The Flood Control Acts and Flood Insurance Programs have 

done nothing to reduce the danger, focusing instead on crisis 

management. Comfort stressed that the focus must be on 

forward-thinking planning rather than reacting to incidents  

or pushing off the issue for future generations.

By establishing a regional perspective on storm water  

management, the region can overcome the complexities that 

led to provincial decision making and fragmented planning. 

One method of developing a regional perspective, Comfort 

suggested, was through the establishment of a regional  

knowledge base. While there may be sufficient collection of  

the relevant information, there is no method of coordinating 

information among agencies encouraging communication 

between policy makers, municipal managers, environmental 

agencies, and government offices.

Public Leadership
Pittsburgh Mayor TOM MURPHY related the topic to the flooding 

from Hurricane Ivan in 2004. Immediately following the floods, 

there was a lot of talk about managing storm water, but ulti-

mately, nothing has changed. Murphy claimed this has been  

the problem for years. 

He suggested that if a home has been flooded three times in 

two years, the blame lies with the municipality for zoning the 

land fit for development and the bank for funding its purchase. 

These two issues—local zoning and home ownership—also 

represent barriers to change, as neither municipalities nor  

individuals are quick to relinquish their rights. 

The City of Pittsburgh, he explained, has maintained a flood  

plain management plan for 30 years that has prohibited  

the building of new structures on existing flood plains.  

The successes of this plan were demonstrated at the time  

of the floods in September 2004, when no Pittsburgh home 

built within the last 30 years was affected. Municipalities 

without restrictions on flood plain building or with develop-

ments built prior to the onset of the flood plain management 

plan, on the other hand, were damaged.

Murphy recommended that by simply following the guidelines 

established by nature, much flood devastation could be avoided. 

Connoquenessing Creek in the historic town of Harmony, Pa., 

flooded during Hurricane Ivan, and a dozen buildings were 

destroyed. However, in spite of this tragedy, an adjacent 

community has recently issued building permits allowing  

development to extend up to the creek itself.

Murphy’s suggestions for strong public leadership in sustainable 

practices included having the foresight to adopt flood plain 

management strategies; establishing an overlay on zoning that 

considers downstream communities; and creating a pool of 

money to be used to buy back the properties that experience 

yearly flooding.
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Private Leadership
HAROLD MILLER addressed the roles of private citizens in 

resolving water management problems. He reminded the  

audience of the tremendous quality of life that the three rivers 

and reliable regional watersheds provide. While shortage of 

water is a worldwide critical issue, residents of Pittsburgh are 

fortunate to have unfettered access to water at any time.  

There are, however, challenges to capitalizing on these oppor-

tunities, such as when Hurricane Ivan affected 8,000 homes 

and 10,000 businesses last fall, or when four out of five days  

in the summer (depending on the levels of precipitation) it is  

not safe to come in contact with the region’s rivers. How, then, 

can citizens benefit from water accessibility and the resulting  

recreational opportunities?

Miller reiterated that the resolution of land-use and sewage- 

management problems takes a tremendous amount of 

resources, but, he stressed, it is a case of either investing  

now or paying even more in the future.

There are an estimated 1.1 million decision makers in the 

region—one for every household in the area that has control  

over its own sewage. As the largest source of investment, 

private citizens are also the hardest to mobilize and educate. 

Policy makers and environmental organizations must work 

together with the citizenry to establish a culture of sustainability 

and resolve land-use and water-management problems.

Commonwealth Response

During the United Nations Conference on Environment  

and Development (also known as the Earth Summit) in 1992,  

a set of guiding principles for sustainable development were 

established. JOHN C. DERNBACH explained that this guide  

of 27 principles, known as the Rio Declaration, identified  

integrated decision making as a key element of global  

development. He explained that this involves incorporation  

of the environment in decisions on everything from economic 

development to transportation. Dernbach suggested that 

corporations and governments can accept these principles 

either in theory or in practice by incorporating them into 

substantive goals, like Alcoa has managed to do. 

At the state level, he outlined specific goals that have  

been identified: 

1. State agencies must become more aggressive about inte- 

 grating economic development and environmental decisions.  

 For example, in January 2005, the Spanish company Gamesa— 

 one of the world’s largest manufacturers and suppliers of 

 renewable energy products, including wind  turbines—  

 announced its decision to base its first foreign plant company 

 in Ebensburg, Cambria County, and to house its U.S. head 

 quarters in Philadelphia. State-level environmental practices  

 help to make Pennsylvania a relocation destination for  

 environmentally minded companies.

2. The state must integrate environmental and energy policies. 

 In 2004, the legislature enacted the Alternative Energy  

 Portfolio Standards Act (Act 213) as a first step in enhancing  

 the use of renewable and alternative energy. This legislation 

 increases the percentage of Pennsylvania’s energy supply 

 coming from renewable sources by 18 percent over 15 years. 

3. Performance-based budgeting, or cooperating with local  

 agencies to ensure that the work obtained has measurable 

  outcomes. For the Department of Environmental Protection  

 (DEP), this means that the programs it administers are  

 responsive to the public’s concerns, and specific goals are  

 identified and articulated. All programs within the department 

 are directed toward achieving these goals, and all perfor 

 mance is measured against these targets. 

By speaking before this forum’s audience, Dernbach reinforced 

the idea that the state is making an effort to work toward 

each of these goals in the coming year. He recommended that 

Pittsburgh also clearly establish contributions to these statewide 

goals. For example, one major goal for the Pittsburgh DEP 
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office is to ensure implementation of and compliance with the 

1978 Storm Water Management Act (Act 167). He reassured 

the audience that regardless of which specific goals the region 

selects as benchmarks, the environmental concerns are long 

term and ultimately worth the financial investment.

Legislative Response

The Honorable FRANK PISTELLA suggested that in spite of 

Western Pennsylvania’s fragmented governance, municipal 

governments are not too far away from being able to success-

fully address environmental issues on a regional basis. He cited 

as an example the fact that the Allegheny County Sanitary 

Authority (ALCOSAN) is under a consent decree by the federal 

Environmental Protection Agency to improve storm water 

management. All 83 communities served by ALCOSAN are on 

board to observe the decree, and 57 of the communities are 

working on mapping efforts to identify existing sewage lines. 

Pistella cautioned, though, that while policy makers are willing 

to work together, the costs associated with following the 

decree are extraordinary. There are nearly 755 municipalities  

in Western Pennsylvania, and if every one of them were to 

repair their sewage systems, the total cost would likely  

exceed $18 billion.

The financial limitations on taking action are real, but local 

and state organizations are available to provide assistance and 

support when needed. In an effort to increase agency support, 

Pistella informed the audience that the legislature is conducting 

a review of the role of conservation districts across the state. 

Conservation districts are county-based state agencies that 

serve as vehicles for grassroots conservation efforts, and there 

is a belief among some legislators that these agencies have  

so far been underused.

Summary and Closing Remarks

EDWARD K. MULLER provided a summary of the program.  

He reiterated the idea that environmental sustainability is not 

just good business; it is a good investment strategy as well. 

Companies like Alcoa are not just responding to crises and 

looking at their short-term economic assets, but they are also 

looking to the future and embracing sustainable goals while 

doing so.

Muller also reminded the audience of the challenges in consid-

ering the region’s situation. Specifically, the region’s leaders 

must recognize that ecosystems cannot be bound by munici-

palities and traverse municipal jurisdictions. While municipalities 

have operated separately in the past, environmental issues 

require a regional approach.

Finally, Muller concluded, the science that must be used in 

implementing sustainable practices must be based on good 

data, and the public and policy makers should push for the 

continual gathering of new and accurate data reflecting  

environmental changes and developments in the region.

Following the program, students in attendance were invited 

to participate in breakout groups to further discuss the issues 

raised during the morning session.

DEVELOPED

• Environment 
 Advisory 
 Committee 
 meetings  
 throughout 
 fall 2004/ 
 spring 2005 

SPONSORED

• Large education  
 forum developed  
 in conjunction with   
 Advisory Committee

 April 1, 2005

 Beyond Celebration: 
 The Pittsburgh 
 Regional 
 Environment

FORMED

• Board of Fellows   
 Environment    
 Policy Committee

• Cochairs and    
 resource people   
 identified in 
 summer 2005

POSSIBLE FUTURE 
PROGRAMMING

• Establishment  
 of committee  
 action agenda at   
 September Elected   
 Officials Retreat

• Environment    
 focused publication

• Harrisburg briefings

THE PITTSBURGH REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The Institute has been engaged in a varied and dynamic process of regional environmental 
policy discussion over the past year. That process is outlined below:
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According to Atkins, it all started with a shift in paradigm.  

“When I started out with Alcoa in ‘72, keeping up with environ-

mental regulations was just another cost,” he said. “Now, we  

view sustainability as an investment.”

For Alcoa, it has been an investment with exceptional dividends.  

In 2004, the aluminum processing company garnered $23.5 billion  

in revenue from operating locations in 45 countries. Meanwhile,  

it was recently designated one of the top three sustainable  

corporations by the World Economic Forum.

Atkins described several instances when a proactive pursuit of 

sustainability coincides with the traditional bottom line. 

In emissions reductions, most companies install technology  

minimally sufficient for complying with regulations, making new 

technology purchases with each new wave of legislation. Instead, 

Alcoa sets its own emissions caps well ahead of the curve, making  

a larger initial payment than its competitors but saving money in 

the long run.

“We make one major capital investment that lasts us 20 years,” 

Atkins explained. “Otherwise, we would make five or six new 

installments, only to end up purchasing the same technology  

later on. For us, the choice was easy.”

The environmental benefits of Alcoa’s strategy are substantial. 

Alcoa’s 2010 projections estimate reductions of 30 percent  

for nitrous oxides, 50 percent for greenhouse gasses, and 

80 percent for mercury.

With emissions limits set far below the regulatory mandates,  

Alcoa also has found a lucrative market in selling its unused  

emissions credits. The company makes more than $5 million  

annually in the United States selling credits for pollutants such  

as sulfur oxides and mercury. It plans to make even more in  

Europe by entering the market for greenhouse gas credits.  

Other opportunities for environmental and economic synergy 

include energy use and solid waste production, Atkins said. By 

reducing both through eliminating waste and designing efficiently, 

Alcoa estimates annual cost reductions of $100 million by 2006. 

Atkins added one last business benefit of sustainability: a good 

reputation. “Consumers and investors are growing more and more 

concerned,” he said. “With the reputation Alcoa has for environ-

mental stewardship, we can continue to meet the expectations  

of our stakeholders.”

Lessons can be gleaned from Alcoa’s transformation and applied  

to the city’s current environmental struggles. While highly improved 

from its days as a smoky industrial town, Pittsburgh still faces 

persistent problems with air pollution, water contamination, and 

developmental sprawl. As Pittsburgh addresses these problems in 

the years to come, it may do well to treat environmental sustain-

ability not as an expense but as an investment. 

A  D I S C U S S I O N  W I T H   
PAT R I C K  AT K I N S  
Director of Environmental Stewardship, Alcoa
Article by Jacob Levine

Conventional wisdom pits environmental sustainability 

and economic success as competing objectives, forcing 

companies to strike a balance somewhere between the 

two. One corporation, however, is turning that thinking on its 

head and providing valuable lessons in the process.

At the Regional Environment Program, PATRICK ATKINS, director 

of environmental stewardship for Alcoa, chronicled how his 

company is combining efficient manufacturing processes with 

environmental conscientiousness. The company is becoming 

both an economic powerhouse and a global symbol of environ-

mental responsibility.

S t u d e n t  P e r s p e c t i v e s

The Institute of Politics was pleased to welcome  

University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University 

students to attend the Beyond Celebration program  

and to stay following the forum for breakout groups  

to further discuss the issues brought up by the panelists. 

Thanks to Mark Collins, Joel Tarr, Samuel Hays, and 

Morton Coleman for their service as breakout group 

resource people. Two University of Pittsburgh students 

were selected as visiting scholars and were invited to  

write an article about the forum. Jacob Levine is a  

senior pursuing a joint degree in environmental studies, 

politics and philosophy, and economics. Levine’s article 

contains an interview with forum speaker Patrick Atkins, 

director of environmental stewardship for Alcoa.  

Lora Woodward is a senior pursuing a degree in English  

writing. Woodward’s article provides an overview of the 

student breakout sessions and their outcomes.
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T H E  P I T T S B U R G H   
R E G I O N A L  E N V I R O N M E N T  
S T U D E N T  B R E A K O U T  
S E S S I O N S  S U M M A R Y
Article by Lora Woodward

Policy making is difficult. This is one of the things I 

concluded after attending the student breakout sessions 

following the Beyond Celebration program. I realize  

that I had a lot to learn about the intricacies and difficulties  

of influencing the public policy process and building consensus 

on challenging policy issues.

I do not know how any resolutions can be made when five 

people with five ideas sit down and try to change the world  

(or the region, in this case). I imagine it takes more time than 

the 15 minutes we were allotted. 

Okay, maybe we were given a half hour, but first we had to 

introduce ourselves (three minutes), talk a bit about the confer-

ence itself (two minutes), read over the scenario (five minutes), 

and stare into space as we each pondered which elected officials 

and other stakeholders we would invite to the next conference 

on regionalism in order to improve the sewage problem in 

Western Pennsylvania (five minutes), which left us 15 minutes 

of serious decision-making time.

I would like to say that we came to a consensus on a course 

of action that would brilliantly solve the sewage problem in 

Allegheny County forever—and the air, land, and water prob-

lems to boot. We did not. Arguments were presented, refuted, 

and altogether lost in the process. We got hung up on how 

we should determine which elected officials should attend the 

next conference: by municipality, by borough, by township, by 

watershed? Then we felt that one conference was not enough, 

but there should be meetings leading to the conference that 

would be attended by elected officials, community leaders,  

and private citizens so that everyone would be more informed 

about storm water management issues. More questions of  

who and how many and why arose. 

My mind drifted to the speeches I heard during the conference. 

Carnegie Mellon University President JARED COHON said that our 

region is not separable from its rivers, that water is Pittsburgh’s 

largest problem, and that water pollution due to complex 

sewage issues is expensive to solve. I thought about JOEL TARR, 

whose book sparked the conference. I thought about how 

everything is connected—that air pollution, suburban sprawl,  

and sewer overflows are all parts of one problem. I considered 

what MARK COLLINS, environmental studies coordinator at the 

University of Pittsburgh said at the beginning of the breakout 

sessions—that we should not look at each issue separately. 

What did I know about stakeholders in the region? What did I 

know about putting a conference on the regional environment 

together? What did anyone in the room know about it? Yet, we 

were charged with organizing this process during the simulation.

I quickly learned how frustrating, aggravating, seemingly  

unproductive it is to work in a policy-making or policy-oriented 

group and attempt to make a unanimous decision. One student 

in my group became so frustrated with the whole conversation 

that her neck turned red, her eyes started twitching, and she 

began mumbling to herself about how we weren’t taking  

the right approach.  

As single minds, we were helpless, but the pooling of information 

from various backgrounds, listening to different points of view, 

and questioning and challenging one another’s viewpoints made 

each of us that day a little more informed about the environmental 

issues facing the region and how we could improve them.

During the conference, Professor LOUISE COMFORT’s speech,  

in which she highlighted the capacity of people to learn  

about the issues facing the region, was idealistic and overlooked 

the capacity of people to ignore. But looking back on the  

experience, I realize that this forum on the regional environ-

ment was just what Comfort spoke of—our capacity to learn. 

Students, policy makers, lobbyists, and others all came together 

to hash out how to make the regional environment better for our 

future. 

I would not say that my group derived the best solution or  

even any realistic solution to improve the sewage problem— 

that would take more time—but as my group’s advisor,  

SAMUEL HAYS, remarked at the end of the session, “It’s a start.”
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for assessing public policy needs within its domain and recom-

mending programming targets and tools that will measurably 

affect the development of regional public policy. The various 

committees each have an elected and nonelected cochair. 

These 18 people constitute the Executive Committee of  

the Board of Fellows, which provides continuous oversight  

of the operations of the Institute.

The May meeting of the Board of Fellows commenced with 

Randy Juhl expressing gratitude for the past and continuing 

support of the Institute by members of the board. He then 

provided a historical overview of the Institute and delineated  

the organization of the Institute’s governance structure. 

Terry Miller followed with a presentation on the strategies, 

tactics, and objectives of the Institute including policy forums, 

publications, and student programming. She also asked board 

members to help address a central problem identified by Insti-

tute participants embodied in the following way: “This was a 

great program! Now what?” Miller stated that the Institute is 

seeking innovative ways to expand its education function and 

policy impact without blurring its mission. The Institute’s public 

health emergency preparedness programming is one example  

of such an initiative (see page 24-25).

Vanessa Lund provided an update on the workforce develop-

ment initiatives of the Institute through the Human Capital 

Policy Initiative (see page 13), and Morton Coleman presented  

a brief summary of the Institute’s financing and staffing.  

Board members then participated in a discussion about the 

Institute’s mission, organization, and programming.

B O A R D  O F  F E L L O W S  M E E T I N G
Overview by Tyler Gourley, Marie Hamblett, and Terry Miller

During the past six months, Institute of Politics staff 

members have been working tirelessly to reconstitute 

and strengthen the Institute’s governing body, the 

Board of Fellows. The purpose of the Board of Fellows is to 

provide leadership and guidance to the Institute in the selection 

of programming goals, which have the potential to influence 

the development of public policy. Members of this board 

are active participants in the design and implementation of 

programming consistent with the mission, vision, and values  

of the Institute. 

The current Board of Fellows is composed of regional stake-

holders and decision makers from both the public and private 

spheres. Institute staff attempt to ensure that important 

regional constituencies are represented. The 70 board members 

include federal, state, and local elected officials (from both sides 

of the political aisle), state administration officials, foundation 

executives, nonprofit sector executive directors, media repre-

sentatives, labor union representatives, business representatives, 

community and civic leaders, and academics from Carnegie 

Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh. A full list  

of board members will soon be available on the Institute’s  

Web site, which is undergoing its own overhaul.

The Board of Fellows and its members are divided into  

nine policy committees: economic development, education, 

workforce development, environment, fiscal policy and gover-

nance, health, human services, transportation, public safety 

and emergency preparedness. Each committee is responsible 
Board of Fellows members Prothonotary Michael Lamb and Representative 
Dan Frankel (left to right).

BOARD OF FELLOWS MEETING

MAY 19,  2005

OPENING REMARKS
RANDY P. JUHL, Vice Chancellor, University of Pittsburgh,  
and Interim Director, Institute of Politics

IOP OVERVIEW: GOVERNANCE, PROGRAMS, PUBLICATIONS,  
HUMAN CAPITAL POLICY INITIATIVE (HCPI), STUDENT  
PROGRAMS, STAFFING, AND FINANCES

RANDY JUHL; TERRY MILLER, Deputy Director,  
Institute of Politics;  
VANESSA LUND, Project Director, HCPI, Institute of Politics;  
MORTON COLEMAN, Director Emeritus and Senior Advisor,  
Institute of Politics

PLANNING OF NINTH ANNUAL  
ELECTED OFFICIALS RETREAT
RANDY JUHL; TERRY MILLER
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H U M A N  C A P I TA L  P O L I C Y  
I N I T I AT I V E  U P DAT E
Article by Vanessa Lund, Project Director

T he Human Capital Policy Initiative (HCPI), a special  

 project of the University of Pittsburgh Institute  

of Politics, was created to close the gap in communi-

cations, foster linkages among policy makers at all levels, and 

develop a forum for discussion about workforce development. 

The initiative also was founded to increase recognition of the 

importance of investing in human capital and to consider the 

implications of public policy decision making in this area. 

Specifically, the initiative accomplishes its goals by: 

1.  Developing a standard set of presentation modules  

 that offer information about the region’s economy,  

 demographics, economic development opportunities,  

 workforce trends, employment opportunities, and  

 educational requirements;  

2.  Training a cadre of speakers to present the modules  

 to targeted audiences, which include rotary clubs,  

 school counselors, parent-teacher organizations,  

 civic groups, and professional associations.

Since 2001, HCPI has collaboratively developed 12 unique  

products (presentations, workbooks, CDs, etc.), engaged  

more than 200 professionals and students as volunteer 

speakers, delivered nearly 1,000 presentations, and  

reached more than 45,000 people.

HCPI is continuously seeking opportunities to reach new audi-

ences, improve content, and provoke meaningful conversation 

and action with regard to maximizing the potential of the 

region’s workforce. 

Terry Miller and Randy Juhl present County Councilman William Robinson 
with his Board of Fellows appreciation certificate.

After a period of helpful and effective dialogue, Juhl and 

Miller directed discussion to the Ninth Annual Elected Officials 

Retreat. Juhl reminded the board that the purpose of the retreat 

is to provide an informal forum for the discussion of strategies 

to address regional issues and to enhance professional relation-

ships among the participants. Miller suggested that this year’s 

retreat focus on assisting the Institute in setting its policy and 

program agenda for 2006. Board members responded positively 

to this suggestion and discussed the exact framework for such a 

retreat. Overall, the meeting was positive and productive thanks 

to the devotion and investment of the board members in the 

Institute and the region. Since May 19, Institute staff members 

have identified and confirmed all policy committee cochairs and 

resource people and are engaged in retreat planning under the 

guidance of the Executive Committee.

 
Project Pipeline

Student Ambassadors—In its work with high schools, HCPI 

discovered the benefits of peer-to-peer outreach. Many high 

schools are now training their students to deliver HCPI presenta-

tions to same-age and younger peers. This gives students the 

opportunity to learn about labor market information, explore 

careers, refine presentation skills, and act as a peer mentor. 

Today, HCPI is building on this success and reaching out to 

university and community college students. HCPI is already at 

work forming partnerships with the college career development 

community to improve students’ career maturity and to improve 

regional talent retention. 

Health Careers Awareness Week—Health Careers Awareness 

Week 2005 will take place the week of November 14. This annual 

event is organized by the Pennsylvania Center for Health Careers. 

Stateside activities include an exposition at the Capitol rotunda, 

a student essay contest, and the creation of an educational DVD 

that highlights healthcare career pathways.

The Southwest Pennsylvania planning group is fast at work 

complementing statewide activities. HCPI—in partnership with 

the region’s Workforce Investment Boards, healthcare intermedi-

aries, and employers—will host a policy-oriented, local kick-off 

event on November 14th. This event will focus on the workforce 

policy issues confronting the healthcare sector.  

To learn more about the policy forum and other Health 
Careers Awareness Week activities, please contact  
HCPI Project Director Vanessa Lund at 412-624-7731.
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F I F T H  A N N UA L  S M A R T  
G R O W T H  C O N F E R E N C E
Overview by Bruce Barron

A s the screen beside him displayed a photo of an  

 unsightly sound barrier lining an interstate highway,  

 JOHN NORQUIST deadpanned, “This preset concrete  

wall is the only surviving technology from East Germany.”

Formerly a nationally prominent policy voice on such issues  

as school choice and welfare reform while serving as mayor  

of Milwaukee, Norquist is now equally provocative on  

issues of sustainable urban development. President and  

CEO of the Congress for the New Urbanism, he delivered  

a stimulating keynote message for the Fifth Annual Smart  

Growth Conference presented by Sustainable Pittsburgh,  

The Pittsburgh Foundation, and the Institute of Politics.

Norquist’s message was strengthened by the powerful  

visual images he presented—that Berlin Wall sound barrier  

along an interstate; an isolated, sterile office park; a thriving  

African American business district bulldozed for a highway;  

and a massive Milwaukee interchange now being reconstructed  

for $950 million. Meanwhile, his words persuasively exposed 

the weaknesses of well-intentioned 20th-century development 

styles that have proven detrimental to quality of life.

Zoning—Norquist noted that multiple-use buildings, once stan-

dard, are now illegal without a variance in many places because 

of zoning that separates residential from commercial activity. 

“You can’t put up a new building that looks like the old part  

of town without begging city council,” he said.

Patrick Getty and others participate in the Southwestern Pennsylvania 
Commission’s public input session.

FIFTH ANNUAL SMART  
GROWTH CONFERENCE

REGIONAL PARTICIPATION 
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Cosponsored by Sustainable Pittsburgh, 
The Pittsburgh Foundation, and the Institute of Politics
May 20, 2005

WELCOME
ESTHER L. BUSH, President & CEO, Urban League of Pittsburgh

KEYNOTE
JOHN NORQUIST, President & CEO, Congress for the New Urbanism

PANEL: SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA  
CASE STUDIES ON PLANNING AND INVESTMENT

INTRODUCTION
JANE DOWNING, Senior Program Officer, The Pittsburgh Foundation

GOVERNMENT
ROYCE LORENTZ, Councilman, Borough of Slippery Rock

BUSINESS
R. DAMIAN SOFFER, President & CEO, Soffer Organization

CIVIC
LINDA GWINN, President, Blairsville Improvement Group

PANEL: FEDERAL AND STATE PLANS AND PROGRAMS
ALLEN KUKOVICH, Director, Governor’s Southwest Regional Office

STEVEN B. NESMITH, Assistant Secretary for the Office  
of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations,  
U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

DENNIS YABLONSKY, Secretary, Pennsylvania Department  
of Community and Economic Development

ALLEN D. BIEHLER, Secretary, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

INTRODUCTION OF REGIONAL POLICY GUIDANCE DOCUMENT
RONALD D. PAINTER, CEO, Three Rivers Workforce  
Investment Board

SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PLANS AND PROGRAMS
JAMES HASSINGER, President and CEO, Southwestern Pennsylvania 
Commission

OFFICIAL PUBLIC INPUT SESSION
LEW VILLOTTI, Director of Planning and Development, Southwestern 
Pennsylvania Commission (Facilitator)

CLOSING EMARKS
F. MICHAEL LANGLEY, CEO, Allegheny Conference  
on Community Development
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Sprawl—Separate-use zoning has contributed to sprawl and 

caused society to lose aspects of culture. “When you have  

an office park surrounded by roads, it’s hard to walk to lunch,” 

Norquist remarked. In the 1920s, he said, each community  

had a little of everything; in contrast, today’s separate-use 

developments make as much sense as spreading out the  

ingredients of a pizza and eating them individually.

Traffic planning—Most traffic engineers assume that wider 

roads mean better traffic flow. Norquist, however, told of  

a situation in Milwaukee where properties deteriorated on  

one side of a street because the city had reserved a setback  

for future road widening. Once the setback was repealed,  

the properties improved.

Community design—Typically, suburban residential communi-

ties have been built in an isolated fashion, with a single egress 

to a main thoroughfare. Norquist argued that this design has 

reduced connectivity and made walking to nearby locations 

virtually impossible while also channeling traffic onto a single, 

often-congested road. A grid-like design, on the other hand, 

spreads out traffic and allows connectivity.

Parking—Removing parking to increase lanes of traffic,  

or requiring stores to provide a minimum number of parking 

spaces, has chased merchants away from many once-vibrant 

business districts. Where merchants have had a voice in plan-

ning, such as on Toronto’s Bloor Street, the urban business 

district usually remains strong.

Norquist vividly illustrated the unfortunate impact of sprawling 

American development by juxtaposing photos of Berlin and 

Detroit. Berlin, 80 percent destroyed in World War II, is rebuilt 

and thriving; Detroit uses most of its federal block grant money 

for demolition, tearing down 13,000 houses a year. “If you 

looked at the two cities today,” Norquist stated, “you would 

think the epicenter of World War II’s destruction was Detroit.”

Norquist’s reflections were not all pessimistic. He shared  

examples of successful negotiation with big box chains that 

agreed to build less sprawling, two-story outlets, making them 

basically “a department store by another name.” He praised 

cities where urban renewal had caused downtown rents to 

spike: “If you can find another way to generate the capital to  

fix old buildings, I’d like to hear it.” And he concluded by urging 

listeners not to be depressed by past mistakes: “There’s nothing 

you can do about them now but fix them.”

Norquist’s message was followed by two panel sessions, 
summarized below.

Panel: Southwestern Pennsylvania Case 
Studies on Planning and Investment

LINDA GWINN, PRESIDENT, BLAIRSVILLE IMPROVEMENT GROUP,  
INDIANA COUNTY  

(Civic leadership example): We are a stereotypical,  

small, traditional town of 3,600 people. In 2000, we learned 

that the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) 

wanted to put a bike trail alongside a highway project, but 

was giving up its plans because the railroad did not want to 

abandon its right-of-way. We assembled public support for 

the bike trail and got $10,000 from the local Rotary to pay  

an engineer who worked with PennDOT to plan the trail.  

Now we are well positioned to become a major trail hub.  

We also have been working to become a more walkable 

community now that we are expecting 70,000 bicycles  

a year to come through our town.

When our first application for a Hometown Streets grant  

was turned down for lack of planning, we said that would  

never happen to us again. On our second try we won  

a grant worth nearly $1 million and a visit from the governor.  

I’m an example of what someone from outside the system  

can achieve by showing up and working hard.

ROYCE LORENTZ, COUNCILMAN, BOROUGH OF SLIPPERY ROCK 

(Government leadership example): About five years ago,  

we formed a leadership group that has been terrifically 

successful in upgrading our downtown. Improvements have 

included underground placement of utilities; new parking; 

planting of trees and other greenery; enhanced facades;  

new streetlights; a fountain; and locally produced artwork.  

We are now planning a new borough center. Things are 

happening faster than we expected because we reached  

out to others.

Some people agree with you, some don’t get involved, and 

some are obstructionists who “don’t get it.” It is a serious 

mistake to ignore those who are not engaged or to write off 

those who disagree just because their ideas are different from 

yours. A single person’s objections can sometimes undermine  

a worthy project.

I am also unofficial coordinator of a transportation planning 

group composed of eight carefully selected people. So far we 

have completed sidewalk reconstruction, a trail plan, and prepa-

rations for street improvements. Our work is helping to position 

four industrial development sites for multiple use.
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R. DAMIAN SOFFER, PRESIDENT & CEO, SOFFER ORGANIZATION  

(Business leadership example): I am the poster child of brown-

field development. Our company was asked 10 years ago what 

we could do with 34 acres of the former LTV South Side Works. 

The community said, “We don’t want gambling, we don’t  

want big box stores, we don’t want to be lied to, and we  

do want some nice development.”

The community was truly engaged in planning the project, 

including a two-day charette. The result is a mixed-use develop-

ment that has woven the South Side’s style into the project. 

Three-story buildings have retail establishments on the first 

floor and 84 lofts and flats on the upper floors, targeting  

residents ages 25–35. The residences are 95 percent occupied, 

with 60 percent of the occupants moving from out of town  

and 65 percent finding out about the space on the Internet.  

We attracted new businesses, such as upscale shops and  

The Cheesecake Factory, to Pittsburgh because, to bring  

suburbanites here, we needed one-of-a-kind businesses.

We created a walkable environment with a town square.  

We are a gathering place offering free Internet access. We  

have people lingering in the square at night or walking the  

riverfront trail that adjoins our development.

When you engage developers, you need to get them to  

commit to your ideals or you will end up with a strip  

center that will eventually be abandoned.

Panel: Federal and State Plans and Programs

STEVEN B. NESMITH, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR THE OFFICE  
OF CONGRESSIONAL AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS,  
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT (HUD) 
Suburban sprawl did not arise because of urban decline, but 

because of population growth and prosperity. Home ownership 

has been a central part of the American dream, and the best 

way to foster freedom and responsibility is to encourage  

home ownership.

Seventy-five percent of Americans own their homes. President 

Bush’s fiscal year 2006 budget contains provisions to further 

stimulate home ownership, including a tax credit for low-

income homeowners and funds to help first-time buyers  

make down payments. Our goal is to create seven million new, 

affordable housing units in the next decade. Our assisted living 

conversion plan provides $30 million to help elderly persons 

remain in their homes. The Bush administration has provided 

four years of record funding levels to address homelessness.

In some areas, the supply of affordable housing has diminished 

and people are wasting hours commuting to areas where they 

can’t afford to live. HUD has an initiative to examine barriers  

to affordable housing, such as exclusionary zoning, unnecessary 

reviews, “gold-plated” standards, and impact fees charged  

to developers. The distinction between barriers and legitimate 

procedures with worthy goals is not always clear. Decisions 

must be made at the local level; HUD will not become a local 

zoning board. But everyone needs to understand that these 

barriers are not cost free.

DENNIS YABLONSKY, SECRETARY, PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF 
COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  
It has been a year since the governor’s economic stimulus 

package was passed.Our state had slipped to rank 47th in job 

growth and 48th in population growth, but first in the number 

of people ages 25–34 exported out of state and third in ratio  

of land use to population growth.

We are now making a $2.3 billion investment in 19 programs 

to stimulate economic activity and fill gaps where the private 

sector would not become involved. Half of the $2.3 billion  

is going into six infrastructure-related programs because the 

lack of ready-to-go clean-up sites with adequate infrastructure  

and financing was a major obstacle to development.

A second key part of the plan is the revitalization of smaller 

communities and neighborhoods. For young people, the  

first issue is jobs, but they also value quality of place— 

communities with an attractive commercial district and  

recreational opportunities.

The Governor’s Action Team is the lead agency for job creation. 

In 2004, 250 companies made firm commitments to use our 

assistance to retain or create jobs. Pennsylvania’s 70,500 new 

jobs placed the commonwealth 26th in the nation.

We have now established a Community Action Team to do 

similar work on the community revitalization side. Its criteria  

for project selection include potential impact, whether the 

project is ready to go local support, and a preference for  

redevelopment over new development. Our renewal strategies 

will work if funds are committed to the right projects.

Allen Kukovich introduces Steven Nesmith and Dennis Yablonsky  
to the Smart Growth Conference audience.
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Input on Planning  
in Southwestern Pennsylvania

Following an explanation of the regional planning process 

by JIM HASSINGER, president and CEO of the Southwestern 

Pennsylvania Commission (SPC), the 100-plus people attending  

the conference got their chance to participate in planning  

decisions. Nineteen groups of five to eight participants were 

given a keypad and a four-minute time limit to select a single 

answer to each of eight planning questions and recommend 

regional priorities for job creation, transportation, land use,  

and environmental protection.

LEW VILLOTTI, SPC’s planning and development director,  

said this innovative method of gathering public input had 

already produced significant results. One issue that has  

become clear is a sharp division between Allegheny County  

and outlying areas on the importance of transit and where  

to encourage development.

In his closing remarks, F. MICHAEL LANGLEY, CEO of the  

Allegheny Conference on Community Development, stressed 

the importance of unique regional planning. “All regions want 

the same outcomes, but we all have different assets,” Langley 

stated. “Therefore we can’t just follow another region’s  

model; we must have our own strategy for regional excellence.  

It’s our responsibility to create that strategy as our investment 

in the future.”

ALLEN D. BIEHLER, SECRETARY,  
PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION  

We are working hard to put the words “balanced transporta-

tion” in the minds and hearts of Pennsylvanians. From 1940 

to 2000, the Pittsburgh region saw significant sprawl and a 

60 percent increase in auto traffic while population remained 

constant. After World War II, public transit in Pittsburgh had  

247 million riders a year; now it has about 70 million.

Typically, traffic planning has dictated that when demand 

exceeds capacity, you widen the road. 

But doing so induces more traffic and redirects land use  

in response to the new highway investment. Land use and 

transportation decisions are interrelated, so along with  

smart growth we need smart transportation.

PennDOT has begun to reconsider whether there is a smarter 

way to make road improvements. A year ago we were planning 

a $465 million four-lane freeway bypass in Montgomery and 

Bucks Counties to relieve congestion on Route 202. We spent 

$80 million and realized we did not have sufficient funds to 

complete the project. Instead we have proposed a two-lane  

at-grade highway project that would save $160 million.  

All six state legislators in the area support the new project.

Since August 2004 we have been preparing a new strategic 

plan to guide our investments. This Pennsylvania Mobility Plan 

will address the linkage of transportation with land use. A draft 

plan should be ready by January 2006, with implementation  

to begin the following summer.
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N O N P R O F I T  E X E C U T I V E  
D I R E C T O R S ’  R E T R E AT
Overview by Tyler Gourley

LESLEY WILLIAMS, knowledge management officer  

for The Forbes Funds, began the first annual  

Nonprofit Executive Directors’ Retreat with a brief 

welcome to the nonprofit executive directors and elected  

officials at the afternoon program. She thanked them for 

agreeing to participate in an honest and nonpartisan dialogue 

about the pressing public policy issues concerning nonprofits  

in the Pittsburgh region.

GREGG BEHR, president of The Forbes Funds, continued by 

describing the extended process that led to the retreat. This 

event was the culmination of a year’s worth of programming 

for the assembled executive directors. Each of the directors 

had participated in a Forbes Funds program titled Coffee and 

Conversations. The 40 participants gathered often over the 

course of one year with the goal of enhancing links to other 

nonprofits and between the government and nonprofit organi-

zations. Behr reported that a two-day trip to Washington, D.C., 

to converse with members of Congress about the concerns of 

nonprofits was highly successful. He also shared that executive 

directors’ concerns included the rising costs of operating a 

nonprofit and the increased need for nonprofits to address 

pressing social issues.

In order to frame the ensuing conversation, Behr explored four 

topics of interest regarding the nonprofit sector. First, nonprofit 

leaders could command great power if they were coordinated 

because 2,654 nonprofits exist in Allegheny County alone. 

Nonprofits control $12 billion of the combined county assets of 

$23 billion and employ 13 percent of the non-farm workforce.

Second, the Allegheny County nonprofit sector enjoys a highly 

informed and educated leadership. Seventy percent of nonprofit 

executive directors hold graduate degrees, and 70 percent of 

nonprofits operate on strategic plans. Innovation is inherently 

part of their management process. Next, nonprofits are largely 

operating like businesses; they are measuring outcomes, per-

forming marketing, and raising awareness about their services.

Finally, nonprofit executive directors are asking for help. They 

have cut the fat off their budgets; they are not bloated, but 

rather stretched in the process of meeting community needs. 

Client fees are up, and government revenue is down. These 

factors hurt the most needy members of society. What if the 

nonprofit sector went on strike? Who would be hurt?

NONPROFIT  EXECUTIVE  
DIRECTORS’ RETREAT
Cosponsored by the Institute of Politics  
and The Forbes Funds
June 9, 2005

WELCOME
LESLEY WILLIAMS, Knowledge Management Officer,  
The Forbes Funds

BACKGROUND OF ISSUES, PROCESS,  
AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES
GREGG BEHR, President, The Forbes Funds

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS’ PANEL
KATE DEWEY, Principal, McCrory & McDowell LLC (Moderator)
BJ HORN, Executive Director, Pittsburgh Action Against Rape
NORMA RAIFF, Executive Director, Sojourner House
FRED JUST, Executive Director, Society of St. Vincent de Paul

DISCUSSION
KATE DEWEY (Moderator)

PUBLIC OFFICIALS’ RESPONSE PANEL
MARC CHERNA, Director, Allegheny County Department  
of Human Services (Moderator)
THE HONORABLE JAY COSTA JR., Member, Pennsylvania Senate
THE HONORABLE JIM FERLO, Member, Pennsylvania Senate
THE HONORABLE JAKE WHEATLEY JR., Member,  
Pennsylvania House of Representatives
ALLEN KUKOVICH, Director, Southwest Regional Office  
of the Governor

DISCUSSION
MARC CHERNA (Moderator)

SUMMARY
GREGG BEHR

RECEPTION

Institute Senior Advisor Morton Coleman (left) talks 
with state Senator Jim Ferlo at the Nonprofit Executive 
Directors’ Retreat.
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Executive Directors’ Panel

KATE DEWEY, PRINCIPAL, MCCRORY & MCDOWELL LLC, MODERATOR 

In recent years, there has been a shakedown of nonprofits with  

the public and government having different views of the sector 

than nonprofits have of themselves. We must do a better job  

of influencing public opinion and government action. Executive  

directors, in light of the recent government climate and your  

own advocacy efforts, what keeps you up at night? What do  

you need to share here today?

BJ HORN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PITTSBURGH ACTION AGAINST RAPE (PAAR)  
At PAAR, we have established systemic and individual advocacy 

efforts, particularly in the area of fundraising. With no money, 

there is no mission. We have faced cuts and eliminations of  

government funding with a concurrent 60 percent rise in  

employee health care costs. There are difficult decisions at this 

stage. For example, Crime Victims Services is an endangered 

government program that provides 18 percent of our budget.  

To deal with issues like this, we have set up an advocacy advisory 

committee, which directs our involvement and engagement  

with legislators and the legislative process. Through Coffee  

and Conversations, we have realized the power of partnerships. 

Advocacy requires long-term commitments, and we are in this  

for the long haul.

NORMA RAIFF, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SOJOURNER HOUSE 

Sojourner House provides drug and alcohol support and 

housing for mothers. We face a number of regulatory and 

funding issues, but our advocacy is a bit more sporadic. Almost 

constantly, there is legislation drastically affecting the survival 

of our agency. We realize that no agency can avoid advocacy 

completely, but our resources are already stretched so thin. 

We are doing more with less. I think our sector must take the 

high ground and not just argue budget issues. We should be 

speaking for the vulnerable. We should be evaluating the effect 

of legislation at the frontend and backend. Today’s activities 

show one of the most important things we can do— 

network and educate one another and elected officials.

FRED JUST, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SOCIETY OF ST. VINCENT DE PAUL 

The Society of St. Vincent de Paul has been in existence for  

127 years, and it has served more people in the last year than  

in any previous year. I would like to see what elected officials 

want from us, what their perceptions of us are compared  

to the private sector. I have previously heard two widespread 

perceptions. First, that we are not convincing or unified.  

We have no common agenda for action. Second, that there  

are too many of us. We have heard many of us need to merge 

or close. We want to recognize where elected officials are 

coming from so that we can better communicate.

Other concerns raised in open discussion included, but were 

not limited to, the cost of government accountability, unfunded 

mandates, the need for a people-first policy of development, 

the ethical dilemmas of funding trends, and differences and 

duplications between federal and state government. Dewey 

concluded with the oft heard saying, “Boy, do we have issues.” 

She also asked the elected officials for their guidance on the 

many topics that had been discussed.

Public Officials’ Response Panel

THE HONORABLE JAY COSTA JR., MEMBER, PENNSYLVANIA SENATE 

There is a serious and significant value to nonprofit advocacy, 

particularly as a more unified group. Advocacy is not only  

about obtaining resources, but also about building relationships.  

We do not just want to hear from staff but also from clients 

and others. Take the time to educate your legislators about your 

difficulties and the services you provide. Make the point that 

you are an effective and needed member of your community.

THE HONORABLE JIM FERLO, MEMBER, PENNSYLVANIA SENATE 

We need to mobilize providers; we need to make sure clients 

and staff members are voting and otherwise involved in the 

political process. Everyone is touched by these services. I will tell 

you that there is a collective immunity in the legislature  



to an actual office visit. Interact with your officials  

on their home turf, especially outside the urban core.  

I encourage you to work together as much as possible—

pool your resources and clout. Ask for leadership from 

your counties and cities as well.

THE HONORABLE JAKE WHEATLEY JR., MEMBER,  
PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

 A perception definitely exists that nonprofits are least 

able to represent themselves. There are so many issues 

on too many fronts. How do you as a nonunified sector 

set priorities for a unified front? Create an organization 

to pull you out of your silos and work together as much 

as possible. Get to understand the budget process. Often, 

nonprofits have too many requests, even as individual 

organizations. Prioritize your needs when you meet 

with legislators. Meet with those legislators who are less 

educated about you. You need to make elected officials 

understand why they need you and need you healthy.

ALLEN KUKOVICH, DIRECTOR, SOUTHWEST REGIONAL  
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

Nonprofits need to use immediate concerns and incentives 

with elected officials, not necessarily moral arguments. 

Work within the short-term thinking that is the budget 

year. Also, there are increased human service and educa-

tion cuts at both the state and federal levels. These types 

of cuts are not US Airways leaving the region, but they 

will cause incremental and systemic pain in our area. We 

need to raise awareness with the general public. You do 

not have the luxury of just doing a good job; you must be 

politically savvy. Know the facts, work in coalitions, and 

orient yourselves to legislators and the budget system.

Behr summarized the retreat by talking about the  

dire need for regional nonprofit sector coordination  

and organization. Data about the sector and individual  

agencies would be helpful in advocacy efforts.  

Nonprofits are coping with rising demands and 

decreasing resources. Government and public advocacy 

are essential to the future success of the sector. The 

Forbes Funds will continue to aid this process by spon-

soring the Coffee and Conversations program again  

next year and by forming the Greater Pittsburgh 

Nonprofit Partnership to foster personal connections, 

promote uncommon partnerships, and coeducate the 

public and elected officials. After the retreat, members  

of next year’s Coffee and Conversations group joined  

the current class for a reception.

WA S H I N G T O N  B R I E F I N G
Overview by Tyler Gourley

Welcome and Introductions

Often, in politics and regional decision-making,  

an erroneous assumption exists that policy makers  

and stakeholders know each other, communicate,  

and work together for the greater good of the region.  

The Institute of Politics strives to transform that fallacy into  

a truism for Western Pennsylvania. During her opening 

remarks, TERRY MILLER, deputy director of the Institute, 

shared that mission with staff members from four Western 

Pennsylvania congressional offices at the first Institute of Politics 

Washington Briefing. She provided an overview of the Institute 

and discussed the new presence the organization hopes to 

establish in Washington, D.C. The Institute plans to provide a 

series of regional briefings for staff members of the Western 

Terry Miller introducing the Institute of Politics to congressional 
staff members.

WASHINGTON BRIEFING
June 27, 2005

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

TERRY MILLER, Deputy Director, Institute of Politics

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA REGIONAL UPDATE

DAVID Y. MILLER, Associate Dean and Associate Professor, 
Graduate School of Public and International Affairs,  
University of Pittsburgh

OPEN DISCUSSION

SUMMARY AND CLOSING REMARKS

TERRY MILLER
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Pennsylvania congressional delegation in order to better inform 

them about issues affecting their home districts and to foster 

enhanced relationships among the various offices representing 

the region.

Western Pennsylvania Regional Update
DAVID Y. MILLER, of the Graduate School of Public and 

International Affairs at the University of Pittsburgh, framed 

this first briefing by exploring the major challenges facing the 

region. First, Western Pennsylvania is experiencing stagnant 

growth, an aging infrastructure, and an increasingly sprawled 

development pattern. The Brookings Institution study “Back to 

Prosperity: A Competitive Agenda for Renewing Pennsylvania” 

found that Pennsylvania is 48th out of the 50 states in popula-

tion growth, fifth in net out-migration, ninth in loss of young 

people, and second in numbers of senior citizens. Despite being 

the third slowest growing state, Pennsylvania has consumed 

the sixth largest percentage of land and arguably has the most 

politically fragmented local government system in the country.

Second, the Pittsburgh metropolitan region is facing fiscal 

meltdown in its urban areas. The gap is large and growing 

between the need for government services and the revenue 

urban governments are able to collect to pay for those services. 

A lack of tax competitiveness and elasticity, the increasing 

need for maintenance of an aging infrastructure, and pension 

costs are inhibiting revenue and driving costs. Next, Western 

Pennsylvania is exhibiting a growing disparity between rich 

and poor communities, particularly in terms of per capita core 

and quality-of-life services. This disparity is further degrading 

the urban areas. Miller also touched briefly on several other 

challenges facing the region, including the fluctuation of 

community development block grants, the need for separation 

of the combined sewage system, and the funding inadequacies 

in public transit financing.

David Miller provided some ideas for dealing with these issues 

collectively to become a more successful region. Generally,  

he shared that successful regions have four characteristics:  

they contain a fiscally and managerially center city/county;  

make and enforce housing, land-use, transportation, education,  

and tax policy decisions; minimize the ability of one part of 

the region to grow at the expense of another part of the 

region; and have mechanisms to bring key regional leaders 

together to take unified economic and community development 

action. Western Pennsylvania has started—and will hopefully 

continue—to foster various manifestations of regionalism.  

Miller names them the coordinating, administrative, fiscal,  

and structural forms of regionalism. The federal government 

can aid these processes through a variety of efforts including 

reviewing and possibly altering the governance structure  

of the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission, retaining 

community development block grant funding, and  

promoting local cooperation.

As the Institute moves forward in implementing a series  

of Washington Briefings, it hopes to engage the various 

Congressional staff members in determining what information 

and topics will be most useful to their offices as they craft 

national policy and represent Western Pennsylvania.

David Y. Miller presents an update on the Western Pennsylvania region.
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Mike Doyle responds to questions from the morning’s discussion. 

EMERGENCY  
PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM
PREPAREDNESS FOR HEALTH EMERGENCIES  
IN PENNSYLVANIA: IMPLICATIONS FOR  
PUBLIC POLICY

Cosponsored by the Institute of Politics and the Graduate 
School of Public Health Center for Public Health Practice, 
University of Pittsburgh
July 8, 2005

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
BERNARD D. GOLDSTEIN, Dean, Graduate School of  
Public Health, University of Pittsburgh

NEBRASKA CASE STUDY
CHRISTINE M. NEWLON, Administrator,  
Section of Bioterrorism Response, Department of Health  
and Human Services, Nebraska

REVIEW OF STATUS REPORT
MARGARET POTTER, Associate Dean and Director, Center 
for Public Health Practice, Graduate School of Public Health, 
University of Pittsburgh

ADMINISTRATION RESPONSE PANEL:
ALLEN G. KUKOVICH, Director,  
Southwest Regional Office of the Governor

MARY BETH BUCHANAN, United States Attorney,  
Western District of Pennsylvania

RUSSELL REDDING, Executive Deputy Secretary,  
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture

JOHN J. COMEY, Executive Assistant to the Director, 
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency

MICHELLE S. DAVIS, Deputy Secretary for Health Planning 
and Assessment, Pennsylvania Department of Health 

ELECTED OFFICIALS RESPONSE PANEL:
THE HONORABLE MIKE DOYLE, Member,  
U.S. House of Representatives 
 
THE HONORABLE PAMELA TOKAR-ICKES, Member,  
Somerset County Board of Commissioners

SUMMARY
PATRICIA SWEENEY, Research Assistant Professor, Center for 
Public Health Preparedness, University of Pittsburgh

CLOSING REMARKS
RANDY JUHL, Vice Chancellor, University of Pittsburgh

E M E R G E N C Y   
P R E PA R E D N E S S  P R O G R A M
Overview by Clarke Thomas

No one imagined that one day before a July 8 seminar 

at the University of Pittsburgh about preparedness  

for bioterrorism there would be terrorist attacks in 

the London transit system. 

Due to that tragic event, lead seminar speaker JAMES YOUNG  

of Toronto had to cancel his participation to perform duties  

as special advisor to the minister for public safety and emer-

gency preparedness in Canada. Young had been scheduled  

to report on how Canada handled the 2003 Severe Acute  

Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) epidemic. Captain JOHN LUTZ  
of the Pennsylvania State Police, one of the original interviewees  

for a University of Pittsburgh project on bioterrorism, also  

was forced to cancel his appearance to carry out his duties.  

The London tragedy highlighted for those attending the 

Institute of Politics seminar the difficulties of preparing for 

a catastrophe. In the words of panelist PAMELA TOKAR-ICKES, 

a member of the Somerset County Board of Commissioners 

that had to deal with the crash of United Airlines Flight 93 on 

September 11, 2001, “When a real crisis occurs, it’s too late  

for planning, discussion, and all that. You just do it.” Tokar-Ickes 

called for a public officials’ protocol for cooperative communi-

cation and action in such an emergency. 

Tokar-Ickes was one of 19 individuals from the public and 

private sectors interviewed in the fall of 2004 about a fictional 

bioterrorism scenario outlining another terrorist possibility: 

bioterrorism. As explained by MARGARET POTTER, associate dean 

and director of the Center for Public Health Practice at Pitt’s 

Graduate School of Public Health, the situation depicted a 

dead chicken in a sparsely populated rural Pennsylvania setting. 

Participants in the study were presented with a number of 

possibilities that might occur in such a situation including:  

the presence of avian flu, the possibility of infecting humans, 

the prospect of the death of the chicken being of terrorist 

origin, a potential threat of overwhelming the adjacent rural 

hospital system, and not having the appropriate vaccine available.  

As a follow-up to the interviews, all participants were invited  

to explore their perspectives at a round-table forum. At that 

event, disconnects became evident within public policy and law 

in the areas of governmental powers, civil liberties, interagency 

cooperation, and public/media communication. These results 

and subsequent analysis were published in a March 2005 

Institute of Politics STATUS REPORT.
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Audience members listen to the first speakers of the morning.

The July 8 panel presentations and discussion by seminar 

attendees reinforced the reactions of the original  

19 interviewees. Primary issues included: 

•  the question of quarantines—who orders, who enforces? 

•  possible violations of civil liberties  

•  the problem of communication among the “silos” 

 of departments at every level of government 

•  the thinness of the county public health network  

 in Pennsylvania 

•  coordination of communication to the public  

 in epidemic emergencies  

MICHELLE S. DAVIS of the Pennsylvania Department of Health 

(DOH) informed the seminar audience that since September 11, 

2001, the DOH has been conducting training sessions for the 

staff of various agencies to better prepare them for a terrorist 

incident.  

MARY BETH BUCHANAN, U.S. attorney for the Western District  

of Pennsylvania, commented that in the wake of 9/11, the  

93 U.S. attorney districts across the nation were given coordi-

nating roles in counterterrorism, which has required looking 

beyond the traditional criminal prosecution role to prevention 

and anticipation. This means working with nongovernmental 

and nonlaw enforcement agencies.

In relation to the problem of communication among the “silos” 

of departments at every level of government, RUSSELL REDDING 

of the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture (DOA) cited the 

diffusion of responsibility in restaurant inspections. At the state 

level, both the DOA and the DOH have jurisdictions; but there 

also are 10 counties with local health departments under Act 

315 and, furthermore, 203 local jurisdictions—townships and 

boroughs—with their own restaurant inspection officials.  

Redding cited the difficulties this caused during the Chi-Chi’s 

restaurant crisis in Beaver County in 2003. Where did the 

offending supplies come from, and where else did the supply 

trucks go? Redding said that the DOA had only 40 percent  

of the restaurant listings; the other 60 percent were scattered  

in other jurisdictions. Presumably, in a pandemic, the sources 

and routes of food supplies would be vital information.

The July 8 proceedings also added new twists to the discon-

nects revealed in the research leading up to the seminar.  

Finances—Allocations from the federal Department of 

Homeland Security may be the best source for new bioter-

rorism preparedness financing. (On July 13, homeland 

security Secretary MICHAEL CHERTOFF, in announcing plans for 

reorganizing his unwieldy agency, said he was placing a higher 

priority on countering bioterrorism.) Local health departments 

may qualify on grounds that they are among first responders  

in any terrorism crisis, including a bioterrorist attack. This 

source of funds is especially important in light of the mounting 

costs of Medicaid (medical assistance in Pennsylvania) cutting 

into state budgets, making new financing for other causes  

increasingly difficult.

• In a keynote presentation, CHRISTINE M. NEWLON said that  

 Nebraska has addressed the problem of strengthening  

 local health departments since 1999 by allocating  

 25–30 percent of federal funding annually from the Centers 

 for  Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to preventing  

 bioterrorism. Newlon is administrator of the Section of  

 Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response of the Nebraska  

 Health and Human Services System. 

•  U.S. Congressman MIKE DOYLE urged Pennsylvania authorities  

 to be on the alert—with other populous states—to make  

 sure that homeland security money is not distributed among  

 the states on a 1/50th basis. Equalization should not be the  

 issue. Money should go disproportionately to the states that  

 are the likeliest targets. Doyle submitted that terrorists are  

 not likely to bomb North Dakota, for example. An equal  

 distribution formula, he added, would only provide “walking  

 around money” for members of Congress in many less  

 populous states to dispense unilaterally. 

• Aside from homeland security money, constituencies need to  

 monitor federal budget policies, Doyle contended. Not only  

 are allocations for public health preparedness flat-funded  

 in current budgets, but financing has been cut for the  

 CDC, the prime federal agency dealing with health-related  

 matters, including possible bioterrorist attacks.

• Another look at Pennsylvania’s share of money from  

 the $206 billion won in the 1998 tobacco settlement may  

 be in order as a way to launch local health departments  

 in many rural counties. This comment came from panelist  

 Allen G. Kukovich, director of the governor’s southwest  

 Pennsylvania office. He argued that such a use would be  

 a legitimate expenditure from that revenue windfall, which  

 is being paid out over 25 years. The settlement came in  

 a suit brought by a group of state attorneys general on  

 grounds that cigarette smoking presents serious public  

 health problems costly to states and their citizens.  
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Insurance—Attention was turned to the issue of providing 

insurance for volunteers in first-responder units such as 

Pennsylvania Task Force 1 urban search and rescue teams.  

JOHN J. COMEY of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management 

Agency argued that some of the money now going to the 

“boots and suits” emphasis in federal homeland security 

funding should go to insurance—liability, workmen’s  

compensation, health—for volunteers.

While volunteer fire departments usually have insurance 

coverage, it may not follow a company engaged in operations 

outside its own territory. Therefore, Comey urged, it should 

be included. Since 9/11, many agencies have been asked to 

cooperate in a possible response effort to bioterrorism. This 

may mean that organizations find themselves working outside 

their customary roles and territories. It’s wrong, he holds, to 

make the volunteers’ private employers ante up for workers’ 

compensation coverage, something the homeland security 

administration says is not an eligible cost from its funding.  

Following the remarks from panelists, an open discussion led by 

PATRICIA SWEENEY of Pitt’s Center for Public Health Preparedness 

ensued, bringing to light several more issues.

The Casualties—EDWARD STRIMLAN suggested that while  

the conference understandably had concentrated upon saving  

the living, casualties also had to be considered. Strimlan is the 

deputy coroner in the Allegheny County coroner’s office.  

In Pennsylvania, disposition of the dead lies in the hands  

of the county coroner, operating under very old statutes 

based on Anglo-Saxon law. No one can move or alter a corpse 

without a coroner’s permission. A problem, according to 

Strimlan, is that because coroners are elected, they don’t have 

to be physicians. In many counties, they are funeral directors 

and, in some cases, originate from such occupations as a coal 

miner. Thus, under the fictional scenario, resources might be 

limited, due to the range of staffing and professional skills.  

Incubation Period—A short incubation period in the fictional 

scenario is another problem that should be addressed. Suppose 

an elderly person dies an apparent natural death before there 

is a realization that an epidemic may be starting? How do you 

handle the family’s wishes at that point in time? Second, once 

a coroner is involved, all medical records are open to unlimited 

access to the public, something that may perturb law enforce-

ment and public health officials in a tense epidemic situation.  

Laboratory Analysis—This could be complicated in a major 

epidemic, including the handling of dead animals. As Redding 

put it, it’s one thing to test a suspicious bottle of milk in a  

laboratory and another to deal with a 2,000-pound animal.  

(A concern raised earlier in the interview process—that the  

only state laboratory was in Eastern Pennsylvania at Lionsville— 

has now been assuaged with the construction of a state labora-

tory for Western Pennsylvania at the Arsenal location  

in Pittsburgh.) 

WTO Considerations—Redding also raised a new twist  

to the quarantine question.  Because the United States is a 

member of the World Trade Organization (WTO), it is bound  
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by the WTO’s disease reporting requirements, including  

notifi-cation of quarantines involving animals. Therefore, 

Redding said, it is important to determine who is authorized 

to declare a quarantine, as millions of dollars of farm products 

may be at stake in international trade. Already, he reported, 

Japan in one case and Russia in another invoked WTO rules  

to curb an agricultural import. Redding noted that the  

finding of avian flu in Pennsylvania poultry, a key part of  

the fictional scenario, would be a specific example of  

inviting WTO intervention.  

Summary

Six major themes emerged from the panelists’ presentations 

and the questions from the participants. Potter gave the 

following summation at the close of the seminar:

1.  The previous day’s terror attacks in London provided   

 context for the seminar. There is concern about all   

 hazards, not only the infectious disease outbreak   

 presented in the fictional scenario. 

2. Speakers reminded attendees that the day-to-day capacity  

 of public agencies is the same as their emergency capacity.  

 The weak infrastructure in Pennsylvania for public health,  

 emergency response, agriculture, and municipalities needs  

 to be addressed as an integral part of preparedness for 

 major disasters. 

3. Counties and municipalities cannot bear the costs  

 of preparedness and response because of small tax bases  

 and scarce resources. Speakers recommended that the  

 allocation of the tobacco settlement funds for preparedness  

 be reconsidered at the state level, and that local needs  

 be given high priority in the distribution of preparedness  

 funds at the federal level.

4. A multipronged approach to preparedness is necessary.  

 It should include a review of laws and regulations— 

 defining and prioritizing financial and resource needs— 

 and an investment of time and resources in training  

 for and exercising response capabilities. 

5. There are problems with the distribution of authority  

 and resources among local, state, and federal officials.  

 The desire for local control in Pennsylvania can be an  

 obstacle for intergovernmental cooperation. Also, in the  

 public’s perception, accountability for disaster response  

 is concentrated at the local level, but resources for response  

 are controlled at the state and federal levels.  

6. Finally, many speakers placed a high priority on investing  

 in people: assuring adequate supply and quality of personal  

 protective equipment and communications equipment  

 for first responders; building the number of professionals  

 working in health, agriculture, and emergency manage 

 ment agencies; and providing training and education  

 for first responders. 
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Elaborating on these points, the seminar’s proceeding empha-

sized several points for future consideration that had emerged 

earlier in the bioterrorism exercise:

1. The responsibility for who declares quarantine needs to be   

 resolved, probably by legislation because both state and local   

 agencies are involved. This is particularly important in cases  

 such as the one in the fictional scenario when it is not clear   

 if it is an agricultural health matter, a human health situation,   

 and/or a crime. Can a county health department declare a  

 quarantine, or can the commissioners in counties without a  

 health department declare one? Or does the state retain that  

 right and, if so, which department?  Or does a declaration  

 have to wait for action by the governor? If for no other reason,  

 World Trade Organization rules concerning products from  

 quarantined areas can affect Pennsylvania’s agricultural  

 exports and suggest the need for clarity.  

2. Can any protocols be resolved ahead of time among  

 agencies at the federal, state, and local levels to handle the  

 competing interests of public health, criminal investigation,  

 and civil rights? Examples are unwanted treatment, foster- 

 care children from other counties, jail inmates, privacy and  

 other civil rights, and access to courts.

3. What about other overlapping or contradictory authorities  

 among agencies? Can these be settled by clearly defined  

 interagency agreements, or, again, will legislation be  

 required in certain cases? One example cited in the seminar  

 was that restaurant inspection responsibilities are scattered  

 among 215 state and municipal jurisdictions, with no central  

 listing—a shortcoming vividly shown in the Chi-Chi’s restau- 

 rant case in 2003. What about information sharing? Again,  

 officials need to bear in mind cautions expressed in the  

 seminar that not everything can be resolved by laws or  

 executive orders; there always will need to be a willingness  

 to cooperate and rise above turf defensiveness. The challenge  

 is deciding what must be written down and what can be  

 left to the desires and willingness of conscientious officials  

 to act for the common good. And who decides which route  

 to follow? A legislative committee? A special commission  

 appointed for that purpose?

4. Beyond the question of agency silos, the seminar highlighted  

 a realization that often there are silos within agencies, espe- 

 cially those agencies or organizations with multiple functions.  

 A telling example was cited by the Department of Agriculture  

 official about his own agency, with its animal, plant, and  

 other departments. 
Michelle Davis and Russell Redding discuss a point during the emergency 
preparedness program.
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Margaret Potter presents her summary of the morning’s presentations 
and discussion.

5. Problems of communicating with the public in ways to  

 inform but not to fuel panic is another important issue.  

 The state may have its prescribed media outlet, but is there  

 a linkage with local municipal officials? Does anyone  

 believe that in a society with 24/7 media coverage there  

 can be a single outlet for news? What would be desirable  

 in a situation where people, not to mention reporters, are  

 desperate for every scrap of information?

6. More so than in previous sessions, there was an  

 emphasis on strengthening county health departments.  

 (Ten Pennsylvania counties have one; the other 57 do not.)   

 Their role among the ranks of first responders was  

 continually stressed.

 A new issue that emerged at the seminar was that of  

 the role of county coroners in dealing with casualties  

 in the wake of a bioterrorist attack. Is legislation needed  

 to amend ancient laws and an antiquated elected  

 coroner system?

Another new issue concerned the provision of insurance for 

volunteers in first-responder units, including coverage for 

volunteer fire departments when operating outside their 

regular territory. One official argued that some of the money 

going to the boots and suits emphasis in federal homeland 

security funding should go to providing such insurance.  

Numerous participants asserted that in this time of tight 

budgets at every level, that federal homeland security 

funding was the likeliest source of help for health depart-

ments, volunteer fire departments, and the like. The growing 

demands of medical assistance for state funding are driving 

the state budget in ways that make funding new initiatives 

to strengthen local agencies unlikely. Pressure on the admin-

istration and Congress for allocations through the homeland 

security pipeline seems to be the only realistic avenue.  

Finally, an important alert came in a hallway conversation 

from J. David Piposzar, retired director of the University 

of Pittsburgh Center for Public Health Preparedness. He 

wondered whether participants fully grasped the magnitude 

of the problem presented by the fictional scenario. Piposzar 

said the dimensions of an avian flu pandemic would be far 

greater than a chemical, radiological, or hazardous materials 

event. “Here you have something where one-fourth of the 

population would be sick. Based on the 1918 influenza 

pandemic, in a given area you could have 300,000 people 

sick and 30,000 dead,” Piposzar said. “And if you are talking 

about killing all the geese and ducks and chickens, you would 

have the environmentalists clashing with the public health 

people, not to mention the affected commercial interests.” 

What Next?  

The Institute of Politics Policy Committee on Public Safety 

and Emergency Preparedness will closely examine all the 

data gathered to date for presentation at the Institute’s 

annual elected officials retreat September 8–9 at the Hilton 

Garden Inn at Southpointe. First, the committee, headed by 

Pennsylvania Securities Commissioner Thomas Michlovic and 

Pennsylvania Senator John Pippy, and, subsequently, retreat 

participants may opt for another Institute of Politics Status 

Report or for more specific policy papers that can be shared 

with state agencies, the state legislature, Congress, and the 

bar and bench. 
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